Welcome to the ANTaR's national website. Please click on the links on the left and below. Also try our state websites: NSW - QLD - VIC - SA - ACT - WA

**Healing Hands Indigenous Health Rights Campaign**
A new initiative to deal with the extreme crisis in Indigenous health.
Find out more here

**Stolen Wages**
How you can help

**Axing ATSIC**
What it means

Donate now

**Order your**
2005 Tiwi Children Calendar [here>>](#)
Produced by ANTaR and featuring stunning images by photographer Heide Smith. Proceeds to Bathurst Is School and ANTaR's Indigenous Health Rights Campaign.

ANTaR media release 19 Sep 2004: Coalition policy leaves Indigenous Australians out in the cold
[more indigenous news click here>>](#)

**EVENTS**

20 Nov 2004
ANTaR NSW 2204 Annual General Meeting. ANTaR office, first floor, 19A Quirk St, Rozelle. Speakers and lunch starting 1pm, AGM commences 2pm. All welcome.

22-25 Nov 2004
AIATSIS Conference 2004 - Indigenous Studies: Sharing the Cultural and Theoretical Space. Manning Clark Centre, ANU. [Details>>](#)

National Forum: Indigenous Health and the Treaty Debate: Rights, Governance and Responsibility. Papers from this event, which was supported by ANTaR, are now available online. [Details>>](#)

[more events>>](#)